INTRODUCTION
If G is a subgroup of the symmetric group S,~ of degree m, and Z is a character of G over the complex numbers, then the generalized matrix function dx G associated with Z and G is defined on m × m complex matrices to be m
dx6(A) = ~ Z(a) I-Iai,o(,,,
where ai~ denotes the (i, ])th entry of A. Using the techniques of multilinear algebra Marcus E2J and others have been able to prove important inequalities for these generalized matrix functions in the case that the degree of • is one. We extend these results to the case where 9f is an arbitrary character. In doing so we obtain an interesting decomposition of the tensor space [Eq. (7)].
Also the proof of a key lemma is simplified by the use of algebraic derivations.
PRELIMINARIES
Let V be an n-dimensional vector space over the complex numbers. Let ®mV denote the tensor product of V with itself m times. Let G be a subgroup of S,~, and let X~ ..... Zk be all the irreducible characters of G over the complex numbers. Define linear transformations, P(a) and T,, on ®mV, by P(,~)(Xl ®"" ® x.,) = x,.-.. ®... ® x,,-,(.,),
(2)
and Ti -zi(e) E zi((r)P((r) (3) g a~G where g is the order and e is the identity of G. Using the relation
0, if i#/,
it is easily seen that
and that 1®,% = T1 +"" + Tk. 
Suppose V has an inner product, denoted by ( , ). Then this induces an inner product in ®mV, again denoted by ( , ), whose restriction to VIle(G) satisfies (Xl *''" * Xm, Yl *"" * Ym) = Z(e) dxC(A), ( 
8) g
where A = [(xi, yj)]. Since each P(~) is Hermitian with respect to this inner product, each Ti is Hermitian. Also, the decomposition (7) is orthogonal with respect to this inner product.
As in [2] let Fm.n be the set of all sequences 6o = @1 ..... to,,) with 1 ~< toi ~ n. Define an equivalence relation, ~, on F,~,n by to ~- This is a generalization of the Pliicker relations for the Grassman space, which was first observed by Marcus [1] in the case of characters of degree one. We have been able to simplify the proof by using derivations instead of derivatives.
First we must introduce some additional notation. Let Vl,..., v, • u ° be an orthonormal be another orthonormal basis of V. Let u1%.., so basis of the space spanned by w = {%* = v~o(,i ,... • v~c~l~ e ~}, for all co e AT. We mention that In this section we list some theorems which may be obtained from the previous material, relegating a sample proof to the end. 
$ with

Va(i) = t
Thus (v~[a ~ G) is an eigenspace of L(T) corresponding to the eigenvalue rot(V).
Thus (L(T)e~*, eo,*) = (L(T) ~-~,i (e~*, ui~)u~L e~*),
THEOREM 4.4 (Schur [7] ; also see [6] The proofs of these theorems are similar to the corresponding theorems for characters of degree one [2, 3] . To illustrate the technique of proof, we will prove the second part of Theorem 4.2. In order to do this we must establish formula (17). Since A is an arbitrary system of distinct representatives, we may assume os a A. If ~o a A --A then both sides of (17) 
